Abstract

My bachelor’s dissertation is dedicated to personality of Mr. Miroslav Hladký, specifically to his activity as journalist in Mladá Fronta and university pedagogue at Charles University. Dissertation outlines his lifestyle character, from his family status and studies to his work successes. It focuses on his activity and influence in sport editorial board in Mladá Fronta, based on memories of his colleagues and of his own, starting with focus on the very beginning of this daily Mr. Hladký co-founded. Further it focuses on his activity in Institute of Public education and Journalism at Charles University, then on Faculty of Social Studies and Journalism and at last on Faculty of Journalism. Dissertation summarizes the roles he held while active at Charles University and subjects he lectured up to the time he retired. His work is divided to four periods, specifically the period prior to becoming the dean of the faculty, period of his deanship, period following and period of his work on part-time, when he was already retired. At my work I also give his publications, namely his university textbooks for subject of journalism, the publishing of which he dealt last years of his university involvement at Charles University. In conclusion dissertation summarizes the contribution of Mr. Hladký in stated individual areas and roles he held in his life.